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IMMERSE YOURSELF IN
ART, WHERE YOU ARE THE

CANVAS.
By Lu Padmore
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HEY THERE
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My name is Lu and I'm the creator of the pelvic
wellness community, The Pelvic Warrior.
 
I have had pelvic pain for over 12 years, and one year
ago I changed my perspective. I turned inwards for
answers instead of screaming for someone to try and
fix me. I took my power back.
 
Over the last 12 months, I have filled my head with
knowledge about how pain works, understood the
emotional connection to pain, and immersed myself
in mind-body work. 
 
I discovered new tools for healing; meditation, self-
love, processing past emotional traumas, and
practicing love, gratitude and compassion.
 
I also discovered art therapy. Being a makeup artist, I
practice art therapy on my clients all the time, and
also myself, and I came to discover the healing power
it had. It helped to calm my anxiety, kept my mind
present and took my focus away from my pain. 
 
Now I am going to teach you the benefits and
practice of Makeup Touch Therapy.
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THE BENEFITS

OF ART

THERAPY

There are many forms of artistic expression and the
benefits go beyond self immersion and relaxation.
 
Art therapy has been well studied, one study
concluded that 'art therapy was reported to have
statistically significant positive effects in a number of
studies. The symptoms most relevant to the review
question which were effectively targeted in these
studies were depression, anxiety, low mood, trauma,
distress, poor QoL, inability to cope and low self-
esteem.' (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)
 
The effects art therapy has on pain have also been
documented.
 
“Art therapy does not replace the need for pain
medication, but it can be used as an effective
complement and reduce perceptions of pain 
experiences,” says Kelsey A. Skerpan, an art therapist
with Harvard-affiliated Massachusetts General
Hospital. “It can help people better manage the
symptoms of stress and anxiety that accompany pain, 
which assists with the recovery process and improves
quality of life.” (www.health.harvard.edu)
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THE BENEFITS 

OF SELF 

TOUCH

We all know the healing power of touch.
 
When you are given a hug, it's an exchange of energy
from one to another. This energy exchange also
happens sexually - skin to skin, a unification as one. It
can even be felt through pleasant self touch
anywhere on the body.
 
What happens to the brain when we softly touch our
bodies or faces? Different parts of the brain light up. 
 
When it comes to pain. 'It's through gentle touch that
fast skin signals reach the brain before pain signals,
shutting the gate on pain. The inflammatory cells in
the brain can then slow their firing and stop sending
inflammatory molecular signals to the skin.
Treatment of touch also enhances blood circulation,
lymph and oxygen.'
Dr Michael Moskowitz, Transforming the Brain in Pain
 
So, from a neuroplastic perspective, creating gentle
self touch scenarios; like mindfully apply moisturiser
to the skin, touching the parts of the body that hurt,
and being present in the mind while softly touching
the face; can be of benefit to dial down those firing
pain signals overtime.  
 
Self touch is also a self care method that helps to
reduce, stress, anxiety and lift your mood.
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Well to this day there have been no studies to

back up the benefits of Makeup Touch Therapy,

because I have only recently created it, 

 

However, if you look at the above evidence, of

both non-invasive therapeutic tools, The benefits

would be more powerful, right?

 

That is my theory.

 

Hopefully one day, it can be scientifically tested, as

the interest in neuroplasticity, and mind-body

medicine continues to grow.

 

 

 

Lu Lu Padmore,

Makeup Artist, Pelvic Pain Advocate, 

Mentor & Teacher.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU
COMBINE ART THERAPY & SELF
TOUCH?
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Firstly we'll start will a short breathing exercise to connect

our heart centre with our pelvic bowl (our root chakra and

our sacral chakra). This is were our creativity comes from.

 

Then I'll talk to you about what we'll be doing during the

class.

 

Remember, this class is not about perfecting any techniques

I teach you. It's about immersing yourself in the process and

expressing your divine feminine. 

 

There is no right or wrong.

 

How you can absorb this class?
 

You can choose to either sit and listen while I take you

through the steps, and apply the makeup on myself. Or you

can join in.

 

We'll finish with another quick breathing exercise and a

mantra.

 

How long is the class?
 

Approximately 2 hours

 

What do I do after the class?
 

I find Makeup Touch Therapy is best practiced when you

have some uninterrupted time to yourself. Start with the

breathing exercise, and put on some uplifting music. Move

your body, your pelvis and start creating. Use any colours

and just create.

 

Remember to stay present in your mind, and immerse

yourself in your creation, don't worry about making

mistakes, it's just makeup.

WHAT'S INVOLVED IN MY 
MAKEUP TOUCH THERAPY COURSE?
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S E L F  L O V E

I S  T H E

M O S T

I M P O R T A N T

K I N D
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Female Expression

A little more about me...
 

I've been a makeup artist on and off for over 19 years, and full

time again for the last 5 years. I'm from Australia, have been

married for almost ten years and have two girls - 8 and 5 years

old.

 

I'm an advocate for women and pelvic wellness, I'm also a

mentor and teacher.

 

I use my Pelvic Warrior platform to tell my pelvic pain story and

to promote the benefits of self love, self healing and taking

control of your own pelvic healing journey.

 

I'm also a strong advocate for mediation, reconnecting to your

divine pelvic bowl, and female self expression.

My mission...
 

Is to continue to grow my community, by supporting women

through all stages of their healing journey. 

 

I plan to educate women of any colour,  about taking control of

their healing journey within the medical system. 

 

Women with chronic pelvic pain are often passed around the

medical system, sometimes ending up worse and more

truamatised. I will be part of that change. Especially for minority

groups and communities.

 

The brain can experience emotional and physical pain in

exactly the same way, producing the same pain chemicals (Dr

Howard Shubiner).

 

So education, taking control of your journey, and processing

emotions, are essential to the healing process. That message is

something I will continue to spread.
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YOUR CHECKLIST
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Your own makeup, it doesn't matter if you don't have much

If you can, a liquid foundation is preferred

A primer or moisturiser

Some makeup brushes

An open mind

Love in your heart centre

An understanding that it's not about perfecting anything

Your creativity, which comes from your pelvic bowl

Your willingness to leave your anxiety and worry at the door

Questions for me

A fun care free attitude
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Your mindful tools...

Breathing Exercise
 

Place your left hand on your heart and your

right on your pelvic bowl, just above your

pubic bone.

 

Take a moment to feel the energetic

connection between the two.

 

Take 3 slow deep breaths, firstly inhale

feeling your belly and pelvis rise, then as

you breathe in more feel your chest, your

heart centre expand, then slowly exhale -

relax your pelvic floor.

 

Stay present with each breath and really

feel the energetic connection between the

two.

 

Imagine you are awakening the creative

within from your first two chakras - where

your creativity comes from. Your pelvic

bowl!

Mantra
 

I am connected to my pelvic bowl, my

divine feminine.

 

I respect the power I have within my body,

my creative centre.

 

My heart is full of love and gratitude.

 

I am love.
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HEALING
STARTS
WITH
THE
MIND
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YOUR WORKSHEET

If you have any questions jot them down here.

NOTES:

Important notes can go here.

NOTES:

Jot your notes down and ask me later.

NOTES:
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Follow & Share:

I offer this class for free openly with love. 

 

However, if you would like to make a donation

you can via Paypal.

 

Paypal Link: paypal.me/thepelvicwarrior
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How I can Help You:

You can support The Pelvic Warrior
community by following and sharing the

platform via your social media. Spread the

message about the course if it serves you.

 

Instagram: @thepelvicwarrior

Facebook: @thepelvicwarrior

Twitter: @pelvicwarrior

I am always here to support women going

through pelvic pain, or on a journey of

pelvic healing. My Instagram page via DM

is the best way to reach out to me.

Donate:

email me / dm me

thepelvicwarrior@gmail.com

Instagram @thepelvicwarrior

How you can support the pelvic

warrior platform

https://www.paypal.me/thepelvicwarrior
https://www.thepelvicwarrior.com.au/
https://www.instagram.com/thepelvicwarrior/
https://www.facebook.com/thepelvicwarrior/
https://twitter.com/pelvicwarrior
https://www.instagram.com/thepelvicwarrior/


Connection

is 

healing
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